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Maps timeline not working android

I love using my timeline and I've been using it for years. Suddenly, starting on August 12, it stopped working. I only record my House, which is a private saved location. When I go out and visit a few places, it only shows as a walk or a ride. And it allows me to add a location/business within that time frame. But when you save it, it still shows it as walking or driving. Sometimes he
asks if I'm at Home and I click on I'm here, goes through a motion to recognize it, but then it doesn't update. How can I work it again. You desperately want it to work. Page 2 SearchClear searchClearClearOglegoglema in the menu Google Maps already Googled the problem and I found several other people who have the same problem: Google Maps timeline has stopped saving /
tracking our travel days. However, I have yet to find a solution for him. I have followed some basic solutions that have already been offered, but none of them have been successful for me. I use Huawei P20 Pro. 05-30-2018 12:25 How 0 Is your location history as it is and your phone is set to Sync? Did you receive any updates on the day the timeline stopped recording? If you're
signed in to another device, are you using this location? Have you tried deleting/re-adding your Google Account to your current phone? 05-30-2018 12:35 As 0 I had the same problem. And I found a fix. Go to location selection in settings, go down below recent location requests and select Google Location History I found I had my phone twice in other devices in this account but it
was disabled. I just put it back in and it started working again. It seems to have started when I cleared the cache on my phone, so I had to think I was using another device, although I called it the same name! You created a duplicate, but never enabled location history for the duplicate. Also, make sure that you see the correct Google Account and that Location History is turned on.
I hope this helps Jas Daniel Fernandes3, ruhban and kaasweckal anyway. 09-26-2018 08:59 I like 3 Thank you very much! 09-27-2018 16:12 As 0 I had the same problem. And I found a fix. Go to location selection in settings, go down below Recent location and select Google Location History I found I had my phone twice in other devices in this account but it was turned off.
Disabled. just put it back and started working again. It seems to have started when I cleared the cache on my phone, so I had to think I was using another device, although I called it the same name! You created a duplicate, but never enabled location history for the duplicate. Also, make sure that you see the correct Google Account and that Location History is turned on. I hope
this helps Jas Thank you very much! 09-27-2018 16:13 How 0 Hello! I also have a Huwaeii, but mate 20 Pro, so very similar. I can't get a map timeline to connect to my phone with a secondary account. No matter what I do, it only displays this phone in the primary account. I turned off location history and signed out of Maps with my primary account, then signed in with a
secondary account and activated the location history. There is still no reference to this device in the device list. I see my previous devices there, so I turned them off. I'll clear the data and cache from the maps, but every time I run maps, it first connects to my primary account. Yes, then immediately log it back and forth from my secondary account. I go to location sharing, or
settings/location history and it tells me to activate the feature of what I'm doing. You still don't see this feature in your location history settings. I really want to use location history in my secondary account or both, but not just in my primary account because it's my work or school account and not linked to my local Guide account. In addition, I would rather save the data in my private
account. I had the same problem. And I found a fix. Go to location selection in settings, go down below recent location requests and select Google Location History I found I had my phone twice in other devices in this account but it was disabled. I just put it back in and it started working again. It seems to have started when I cleared the cache on my phone, so I had to think I was
using another device, although I called it the same name! You created a duplicate, but never enabled location history for the duplicate. Also, make sure that you see the correct Google Account and that Location History is turned on. I hope this will help Jas 03-05-2019 05:06 How 0 A similar thing solved my problem (honor7c). Sign in to your Google Account using your desktop
computer using a browser rather than goto google dashboard and activity control. at the moment the direct connection is ( than the Location History section, make sure your location history is on. If it is looking for device text in this account that doesn't look like a link at all, it looks just like normal text and invalid. By clicking on this text, which is actually a link, it shows a list of device,
including a device that is listed as inactive. Activate it and check if your location history is working, I forced it using find my device. The device appeared after a few minutes in the location history. The list of active devices does not match the list of devices displayed in the menu in Google Play Device Manager settings. . I also posted a picture. And I hope I helped someone. 10-26-
2019 14:33 After likes 0 A similar thing solved my problem (honor7c). Sign in to your Google Account using your desktop computer using a browser rather than goto google dashboard and activity control. at the moment, the direct connection is ( ) than the Location History section, check if the location history is on. If it is looking for device text in this account that doesn't look like a
link at all, it looks just like normal text and invalid. Clicking on this text, which is actually a link, displays a list of devices, among them a device that is listed as inactive. Activate it and check if your location history is working, I forced it using find my device. The device appeared after a few minutes in the location history. The list of active devices does not match the list of devices
displayed in the menu in Google Play Device Manager settings. . I also posted a picture. And I hope I helped someone. It worked for me, thank you. For some reason, my device's location was set to off and didn't record my activity for the last month. I find it very strange. 01-03-2020 18:53 Like 0 Google allows users to search the web for images, messages, products, videos and
other content. Google Maps. Learn more about ... Why Google timeline does not work since February 22, 2020 inspite location history set as 0 Recommended Responses 1 Reply 72 Upvotes ... See map, stats, and news for covid-19 affected areas on Google News May 28, 2020 · May 28, 2020 at 1:37 AM. The Google Maps timeline lets you view the places and routes you've
visited that you've been taken to get there. It's private and only you can see it. However, there is a timeline issue according to several posts on google support page for Maps (via Android Police) from users. For some unknown reason, some location data does not appear on the timeline, leaving gaps in the chart. Atn thor lt renovatedDecek 07, 2019 · Open Google Maps on your
iPhone or Android. Tap the menu bar in the upper-left corner of the app. Tap the three dots in the upper-right corner of the screen. October 23rd, 2017 · Hi all, I have an iPhone 6s on ios11. I recently turned on location history on Google Maps. I wanted to use the Timeline feature. I turned it on in the app and also changed the setting to Always in Location Services in the iPhone
settings themselves. Discover the world with Google Maps. Street View experience, 3D, 3D mapping, directions, internal maps and other information on different devices. September 17th, 2020 · Find Google Maps, then swipe right to close them. You can also tap x to close the app. If there are multiple apps running in the background, tap CLOSE ALL. Sorcerer runes ragnarok
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